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Pure rotational transitions of the chlorine monoxide radical have been observed up tov = 2 in the X1
253/2 and X2

251/2

states and transitions of the35Cl18O isotopomer have been observed in natural abundance. Additionally, rotational transitions
for levels up toJ ′ = 115/2 have been measured in the far infrared. These data have been merged with the existing microwave,
submillimeter, and high-resolution infrared transition frequencies and fit simultaneously with a set of isotopically independent
parameters. Isotopic substitution of both the Cl and O atoms has enabled the first determination of the electron spin–rotation
constantγ = −296.0(43) MHz as well as the Born–Oppenheimer corrections to the rotational constants.C© 2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of the halogen monoxides in atmosph
ozone depletion chemistry has motivated their spectrosc
characterization (1). High-resolution spectroscopy provides
method for remote sensing of these gases at the sub-parts
billion level. Pure rotational transitions of the chlorine monox
radical, ClO, have proven especially valuable in remote se
ing applications, enabling NASA’s Microwave Limb Sounder
retrieve accurate global stratospheric ClO concentrations
daily basis (2).

Rotational spectra of ClOX1
253/2 andX2

251/2 in thev= 0,
1 states have been investigated previously in this labora
(3–5) and elsewhere (6–8). These studies employed an effe
tive Hamiltonian to obtain rotational, fine and hyperfine co
stants. Coxon (9) provided direct measurements of theX 25

fine structure intervalAv through analysis of the VUV absorp
tion spectrum. High-resolution infrared spectra of ClO provid
complementary information on the rotational energy levels
J ≤ 87/2 in v= 0, 1 (10, 11) and partial characterization o
v= 2 (11, 12).

Experiments on the atmospherically important processes+
O3 (13, 14) and OClO+ hν (15–17) have shown that thes
reactions generate ClO in vibrational levels up tov= 5 and
v= 15, respectively. Recent experiments in this laboratory h
resulted in the measurement of BrO (18) and IO (19) pure ro-
tational spectra in excited vibrational levels of theX1 and X2

states containing up to 8000 cm−1 of internal energy. We rein
vestigated the rotational spectrum of ClO hoping to obse
similar levels of vibrational excitation; however, the dc d
charge source chemistry that had been successful for cre
excited BrO and IO failed to produce vibrationally excited Cl
4
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Nevertheless, using traditional source chemistry, improveme
in the spectrometer sensitivity enabled us to observe pure r
tional transitions of ClOX1 andX2 in thev= 2 level for the first
time. Additionally,35Cl18O transitions were observed in natura
abundance forv= 0 levels of bothX1 and X2 for three well-
separatedJ + 1← J multiplets as well as transitions from on
such group for37Cl18O X1, v= 0 and35Cl18O X1, v= 1. These
data have been fit simultaneously with with new high-resoluti
far infrared Fourier transform rotational data, as well as exi
ing rotational transition frequencies and high-resolution infrar
data using an isotopically independent Dunham parameter
The resulting spectroscopic constants provide an improved
scription of the ClOX 25 state and enable us to determine th
electron spin–rotation constantγ and deviations of the rotationa
constant from the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.

EXPERIMENTAL

The details of the submillimeter spectrometer used in t
study have been described previously (20, 21). Measurements
were made in selected regions between 70 and 850 GHz. S
millimeter sources not previously described include a backw
wave oscillator operating between 520 and 705 GHz and
antiparallel planar Schottky pair multiplier (22). Spectra were
recorded with the submillimeter beam passed twice throug
1-m-long, 7.3-cm-diameter, temperature-controlled glass
sorption cell.

Recent experiments have shown that highly vibrationally e
cited BrO (18) and IO (19) are created efficiently in a dc dis
charge plasma of O2/X2. This source chemistry was investi
gated for ClO, but it resulted in only minor vibrational excitatio
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FIG. 1. Two scans of35Cl18O 253/2 v= 0 transitions in natural abundanc
showing a hyperfine quartet of3-doublets forJ= 17/2–15/2 (top) and a3-
doublet of unresolved hyperfine quartets forJ= 37/2–35/2 (bottom).

and produced spectra with relatively poor signal-to-noise du
Stark broadening. We therefore reverted to the standard me
of generating ClO by passing a mixture of Cl2 and O2 through
an external microwave discharge. Optimal signals were obta
by combining the Cl2 and O2 gases prior to the microwave dis
charge cavity and adjusting the gas pressures while monito
a strong spectral feature. Typical flow pressures, measured a
exit of the absorption cell with a capacitance manometer, w
∼4 mTorr Cl2 and∼60 mTorr O2.

Under these optimized conditions strongv= 0 transitions of
both spin–orbit states exhibited signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios
excess of 1000. Corresponding transitions in thev= 1, 2 levels
were observed with good S/N after averaging 8–16 scans. S
ilar signal strengths were observed for the weak1F= 0 transi-
tions of35,37ClO in v= 0. The spectrometer sensitivity was al
sufficient to record strong35Cl18O v= 0 transitions in natural
abundance with good S/N after averaging 32 scans. Exam
of the35Cl18O spectra are given in Fig. 1.

The methods used to measure the ClO rotational spect
in the far infrared have been described previously (23). The
DLR experimental apparatus consisted of a temperature
trolled multipass absorption cell connected to a Bruker I
120 HR high-resolution Fourier transform spectrometer an
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1.4 K silicon bolometer. Spectra were recorded at 296 K w
0.00278 cm−1 resolution and an optical path of 72 meter
Signal-to-noise in the 15–75 cm−1 range was improved by plac
ing a 100 cm−1 low-pass filter immediately in front of the de
tector. ClO concentrations of ca. 5× 1013 molecules cm−3 were
generated efficiently from the reaction of Cl+ Cl2O. The re-
action mixture was flowed through the absorption cell to ma
tain a total pressure of 1500 Pa and a residence time of
than 3 seconds.

DATA ANALYSIS

Spectral assignments were straightforward using line po
tions predicted from previous microwave (3, 4) and infrared
(10–12) work. The submillimeter and far infrared transition fre
quencies measured in this study were combined with all previ
high-resolutionX 25data and analyzed simultaneously. All da
were weighted inversely as the square of their uncertainties.
data include transitions from the35,37Cl16,18O isotopomers and
span the quantum numbers 3/2 ≤ J ′ ≤ 115/2 and 0≤ v ≤ 2
for 35Cl16O. The fit results are given in Tables 1–3. Uncertai
ties are based on the weighted least-squares fit to 324 millim
and submillimeter, 161 far infrared, and 326 infrared frequenc
(10–12) with a reduced rms of 0.93. In the tables and elsewh
in the text, the numbers in parentheses are 1σ uncertainties in
units of the least significant figure. The measured and predic
ClO rotational transition frequencies are available through
submillimeter and microwave spectral line catalog (24) on-line
at http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov. An electronic file containing the
nal fitting parameters, transition frequencies and fitting residu
has been deposited with the Journal.

The data have been fit with a Hamiltonian incorporating is
topic relations through Dunham expansion of the parame
involving vibration, rotation, and electronic fine structure. Th
interpretation of these parameters for23 (3 > 0) molecules is
discussed by Brown and Watson(25) in their work describing
methods for decorrelating the parametersγ and AD,

Hv = Tv + BvN2− DvN4+ HN6

+ (1/2)[(Av + ADv
N2+ AH N4), LzSz]+

+ γN · S+ (1/4)[(pv + pDv
N2), (32

+S−N−

+32
−S+N+)]+ − (q/2)(32

+N2
− +32

−N2
+), [1a]

where

Bv =
∑

l

Yl ,1(v + 1/2)l

Dv = −
∑

l

Yl ,2(v + 1/2)l [1b]

H ≈ Y03
y Academic Press
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Hh f s = aIzLz+ bF I · S + c(IzSz − I · S/3)

+ (1/2)d(32
+ I−S− + 32

− I+S+) + CI I · N
+ [(eQq1 + NzSzeQqS)

(
3I 2

z − I2
)

+ eQq2
(
I 2
x − I 2

y

)]/
[4I (2I − 1)]. [1c]

The principal advantage of this Hamiltonian is that each
rameter has a well-defined isotope dependence. This has allo
fitting the spectra of all three ClO isotopomers with a sing
set of isotopically invariant parameters. Not shown through
Eq. [1] are the vibrational dependencies and centrifugal dis
tion terms analogous to those demonstrated forBv and Dv in
Eq. [1b]. We define isotope dependencies such that if an op
tor is multiplied by an expression of the form

Zl ,n(v + 1/2)l [N(N + 1)]n [2a]

then

Zl ,n ∝ rµ−(l+2n)/2, [2b]

wherer contains the mass and/or nuclear moment isotope de
dence ofZ00. The Born–Oppenheimer corrections to the m
precisely determined parameters are best described in term
the mass-independent parametersUl ,n and1A

l ,n (26) as shown
in the equation

Yl ,n = µ−(l + 2n)/2Ul ,n

(
1 + me1

O
l ,n

MO
+ me1

Cl
l ,n

MCl

)
. [3]

Le Roy (27) has defined isotope dependent quantities,δA
l ,n, such

that

Yl ,n=µ−(l+2n)/2Ul ,n − δO
l ,n − δCl

l ,n. [4]

All of the isotopic relations were fixed within the paramet
input file for the program SPFIT (28) and the independent param
eters determined using global fits to all isotopic data. Beca
there are no infrared data for the18O species, the full isotope
dependence ofY10 could not be determined. OnlyY10 andδCl

10
values are reported. Parameters are defined relative to35Cl16O
using fixed ratios of the reduced masses (29), quadrupole mo-
ments, and magnetic moments (30). Note that the terms referre
to here as Born–Oppenheimer corrections contain all contr
tions of orderµ−2 for Y01 andµ−5/2 for Y11.

The rotation, vibration, and rovibrational coupling consta
derived from the fit are presented in Table 1. The Bor
Oppenheimer corrections are of the expected sign and o
of magnitude. They are{1Cl

10, 1
Cl
01, 1

O
01, 1

O
11}= {−0.794(53),

−1.419(24), −2.240(15), −4.95(213)}. It should be noted
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TABLE 1
35ClO X 2Π Mechanical Parameters

a Fixed parameter.

that the Born–Oppenheimer correction toY11 is determined
solely from the 35Cl18O v= 1, J= 35/2 − 33/2 doublet.
Y22 and Y21 are both required to fit thev= 2 rotational
data. The inclusion ofY22 improves the rms of the 10 mea
sured frequencies forJ ′ = 17/2, 21/2, and 33/2 from 117 to
57 kHz and their reduced rms from 1.95 to 0.80. The highJ
rotational transitions measured in the far infrared spectrum h
enabled us to determineY03 quite well, with the fitted value
of −0.01551(31) Hz in very good agreement with the value
−0.01472 Hz calculated fromY10, Y01, andY11 via the Dunham
relationships (31). Fits incorporating higher order paramete
demonstrated that those parameters were poorly determine
the data and failed to produce a statistically significant impro
ment in the rms error. They were, therefore, excluded from
final fit.

The effective constants for35,37Cl16O v= 0, 1 determined
in this study are not significantly different from those prev
ously reported (4). In that studyY03 for 35ClO was fixed by
Dunham relations to−0.015 Hz although it was not signifi
cantly determined by that data set. With the inclusion of the
infrared Fourier transform spectra, the value has been confir
experimentally. In Table 1 the uncertainties of the parame
U01 andU11 are relatively large due to correlations with high
order parameters and the Born–Oppenheimer corrections.
comparison, the more precise values ofY01 andY11 are listed
in the table. The uncertainties in the ground state rotatio
constants,B0, for both 35ClO and 37ClO, are approximately
0.4 kHz. The deviation of theY10 values from aµ−1/2 rela-
tionship is small but significant with respect to the experimen
uncertainties.Y10(35ClO)(µ35/µ37)1/2 is 0.00030 cm−1 smaller
than the fitted value for37ClO.Y30 is a fixed parameter calculate
from the Dunham relations. Its inclusion in the fit produces so
small changes inY10 andY20 from previously reported values.
y Academic Press
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The 35ClO values of the fine structure parameters are lis
in Table 2. The fine structure interval,Ae=−321.9577 cm−1,
was fixed to be consistent with the value determined by Co
(9) for the vibrational ground state of35ClO since it was im-
possible to determine from the present data. The vibratio
dependence of the fine structure splitting was determined v
well due to the simultaneous fitting of the35ClO and37ClO in-
frared data. The parametersA00, A20, andA30 were determined
from the vibrational level intervals calculated via the Dunha
potential parameters for theX1 and X2 states (see below) and
fixed during the fit. The inclusion ofA20 in the fit altersA10

compared to the value reported by Burkholderet al. (11) but is
necessary for the correct determination ofY20. The change inA
betweenv = 0 andv = 1 is, however, virtually identical to tha
in Ref. (11) since it is determined primarily by the data report
there.

The electron spin–rotation constantγ has been determined
for the first time by fitting all the isotopic species simultan
ously with fixed isotope relationships among the constants.
value γ =−296.0(43) MHz is in reasonable agreement w
−p/2=−339.261(32) MHz, suggesting that a single excit
electronic state is responsible for most of the3−doubling in
the X 25 state. The sign and magnitude ofp00 are consistent
with a26+ perturbing state located approximately 35,600 cm−1

aboveX 25 as pointed out in Refs. (6) and (9). The value ofγ is
highly correlated with that ofA. Because of the constraints im
posed by the isotope relations, the fitting routine maintains
almost constant value for the quantity (B− γ /2)2/(A− 2B).
The calculated uncertainty inA01 is primarily due to the uncer-
tainty in this quantity. These uncertainties largely cancel in
calculation of the spectrum. The previous analysis of the gro
state spectrum of ClO done in this laboratory (4) contained the
implicit assumption thatγ = −p/2. As a result, the constant

TABLE 2
35ClO X 2Π Fine Structure Parameters

a Fixed parameters.
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TABLE 3
35ClO X 2Π Hyperfine Structure Parameters

a Derived frombF andc10. The reduced uncertainty reflects their correlati
b The parametersbF 10 andc10 could not be decorrelated and were fit togeth

which depend on the value ofγ have not been significantly a
tered in the present work.

The Frosch–Foley (32) hyperfine parametersa,bF ,c, andd, as
well as the nuclear spin–rotation constantCI , for 35ClO are dis-
played in Table 3. The axial components of the quadrupole c
pling tensor have been determined for the two spin–orbit st
and are represented by the average valueeQq100 and the differ-
ence between theX2 andX1 states given byeQqS. The sign con-
vention for the nonaxial termeQq2 is that of Endoet al.(33). A
discussion of the sign conventions is included in a recent pap
Tamassiaet al. (34). Centrifugal distortion on the larger hype
fine constants (d01 andeQq101) was included, as well as vibra
tional corrections linear inv. The quadrupole and magnetic m
ment ratios were fixed tor Q= Q(35Cl)/Q(37Cl)= 1.2688773
andrm=µI (35Cl)/µI (37Cl)= 1.2013078, respectively (30). Pa-
rameters for the37Cl and/or18O isotopomers can be derive
using the appropriate power of the ratio of reduced mas
and/or nuclear moments. There are no changes in the
hyperfine constants from previously reported values which
fect their interpretation in terms of molecular properties. T
centrifugal distortion constantsd01 and eQq101, although not
well determined, are both of the correct sign and magnit
and are consistent with similar constants recently reported
BrO (18). Previous ClO studies in this laboratory determin
eQq1 separately for each spin–orbit state for the two main i
topes. In that work the uncertainties of the individual values
eQq1 were comparable to the difference between them.
present work shows that the difference,eQqS, is more than
four times larger than its uncertainty. Its value is consistent w
that expected from the relativistic radial integrals calculated
Lindgren and Ros´en (35) and the correction factors given b
Pyykkö and Seth (36). The value here is slightly changed fro
the preliminary ClO value reported recently for comparison w
y Academic Press
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TABLE 4
ClO X 2Π Dunham Potential Parametersa

aV(ξ ) = a0(1+ a1ξ + a2ξ
2 + a3ξ

3 + a4ξ
4), whereξ = (r − re)/re.

BrO (18), and the discussion in Ref. (18) is an adequate descrip
tion of the origin of the term.

Table 4 presents theX 25 Dunham potential energy coeffi
cients (31) derived directly from the fitted parameters given
Table 1. Parameters describing the individualX1

253/2 andX2
251/2 potentials have also been determined from the relati
ships

Y∗l ,n = Yl ,n ± Al ,n/2. [5]

These potentials should be accurate for rovibrational ener
up to 2500 cm−1. We note that the Dunham potential param
ters may be determined from a combination of rotational a
vibrational parameters or from the rotational constants alo
inferring the harmonic vibrational frequencyY10 from the rela-
tionship

Y10 = 2

(
Y3

01

−Y02

)1/2

. [6]

A comparison of the potential parameters calculated in e
manner showed minimal differences between the two sets. O
theYl ,1 andYl ,2 constants were used to derive theai values in
Table 4.

The displacement of the equilibrium positions has subtle ra
ifications for several of the Hamiltonian parameters. This is m
relevant forγ , where the matrix element has a large contrib
tion from an effective rotational constantbetweenthe X1 and
X2 states. The fittedγ therefore absorbs contributions from a
terms which have the same isotopic dependence asY01. One can
extract a more accurate value ofγ , denotedγ ∗, by correctingγ
for the vibrational overlap integral

Sv,v = 〈Ä = 3/2, v||Ä = 1/2, v〉. [7]

The fitting parameterγ is related toγ ∗ via the equation

γ = S0,0γ
∗ + 2B(1− S0,0), [8]

where γ ∗ is the electron spin-rotation constant for the h
pothetical S0,0 ≡ 1 condition. The Dunham potentials yiel
S0,0= 0.99989. The 2B(1− S0,0) term on the right hand side
of Eq. [8] contributes 4.00 MHz toγ . This is the same order o
Copyright C© 2001 b
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magnitude as the uncertainty inγ and, unlike the heavier halogen
monoxides, does not significantly alter its interpretation.

CONCLUSION

Measurements of the ClOX 25 pure rotational spectrum
have been extended to include transitions up toJ ′ = 115/2 and
v = 2. Transitions from the35Cl18O isotopomer have also bee
observed. All ClO isotopic data have been fit simultaneou
with a mass-independent Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian, bas
on the Dunham expansion, allows independent determinatio
previously correlated parameters such as the electron-spin, r
tion constant,γ , and the centrifugal distortion of the spin–orb
coupling constant,A01. The fitted constants have been used
derive Dunham potentials for the effectiveX 25 state as well
as the individualX1

253/2 and X2
251/2 spin–orbit states. The

refined spectroscopic constants presented here enable one t
dict ClO rotational transition frequencies accurately up to 3 T
for all Cl and O isotopomers.
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